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On Life After Death and Near-Death Experiences 

 

“The soul passeth from form to form; and the mansions of her pilgrimage are manifold. Thou puttest 

off thy bodies as raiment; and as vesture dost thou fold them up. Thou art from the everlasting.” 

     --the Book of Hermes Trismegistus 

 

 What happens to us when we die? It is a question that mankind has 

pondered endlessly since the first man looked up into the sky and questioned his 

own human mortality. In truth, humanity may never come to know the answers to 

these questions definitively. We simply cannot know for certain what happens to us 

when we die. Furthermore, it seems beyond our ability to comprehend “death” 

because with the exception of those who have had near-death experiences, the 

majority of people who die do not come back to share their story. However now in 

the 21st century, thanks to the ground-breaking work of near-death researchers 

and the emergence of advanced resuscitation technologies, we are becoming 

closer than ever to unlocking the mysteries of death and the beyond.  

 What are near-death experiences? Near-death experiences `or NDEs are 

the experiences of people who were resuscitated after having been pronounced 

clinically dead by their doctors. It is while these people are clinically dead that 

they experience NDEs, which are highly spiritual visions of the afterlife. The most 

common features of NDEs include going through a dark tunnel, seeing a brilliant 

light, meeting with deceased family and friends, meeting with divine beings, and 

returning back to the body. The people who report having these NDEs are called 
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near-death experiencers or NDErs by researchers. From the time near-death 

experiences were first medically researched and described by Dr. Raymond 

Moody in his pioneering book, Life After Life, in 1975, medical doctors and other 

researchers have examined this phenomena in depth.1 Their findings from the 

testimonies of many thousands of  NDErs presents compelling evidence to support 

the theory that there is in fact, a life after death. Dr. Raymond Moody, when asked 

what he thinks happens when we die said this, “What I think happens when we die 

is that we enter into another state of existence, or another state of consciousness, 

that is so extraordinarily different from the spacial and temporal frame of reality 

in which we exist in—the physical world, that the language we have is not yet 

adequate to describe this other state of existence, or consciousness.” 

  What is the significance of dying? Dr. Elisabeth Kübler-Ross M.D., author 

of On Death and Dying and On Life After Death, says that death is simply a 

shedding of the physical body like a butterfly shedding its cocoon, it is a transition 

to a higher state of consciousness where you continue to perceive, to understand, 

to laugh, and to be able to grow. If Dr. Kübler-Ross and the other NDE 

researchers are correct in their conclusions, namely that there exists an afterlife—

than this means that death is nothing more than a metamorphosis into another 

state of existence where our souls continue to subsist eternally in the heavenly 

realms. This of course, is the primary purpose of this dissertation—to prove the 

                                                
1	  Jeffrey Long M.D., Evidence of the Afterlife: The Science of Near Death Experiences (New York: HarperOne,     
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existence of life after death through the study of near-death experiences and other 

phenomena. 

 This dissertation will focus primarily on the research of two prominent 

medical doctors, Dr. Raymond Moody Ph.D., M.D., who is a renowned scholar, 

lecturer, author, and researcher, and is widely recognized as the leading authority 

on near-death experiences; and Dr. Jeffrey Long M.D., a radiation oncologist who 

serves on the board of directors for the International Association for Near-Death 

Studies and who also established the non-profit Near Death Experience Research 

Foundation and the NDERF website. Furthermore, this dissertation aims to show 

that death is nothing more than a transition to a higher state of consciousness, that 

death should not be feared, and that there is an afterlife that exists which is 

immensely beautiful, peaceful, and harmonious. To accomplish this I will examine 

the testimonies of 25 NDErs and use various books and journal articles on the 

subject of Near-Death Studies to support my argument. The 25 NDE case studies 

presented throughout this work are taken from the combined research of Dr. 

Raymond Moody and Dr. Jeffrey Long; it is also important to note that these NDE 

case studies are central to the understanding of the NDE phenomena. 

 Additionally, this dissertation will begin by discussing some of the most 

common elements of NDEs and in the order that they are typically reported to 

occur. Dr. Jeffrey Long, in his New York Times bestseller book—Evidence of the 

Afterlife: The Science of Near-Death Experiences, determines that there are 12 

elements common to all near-death experiences, and they are: out-of-body 
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experiences, heightened senses, intense and generally positive emotions or 

feelings, passing into or through a tunnel, encountering a mystical or brilliant 

light, encountering other beings, either mystical beings or deceased relatives or 

friends, a sense of alteration of time or space, a life review, encountering heavenly 

realms, encountering or learning special knowledge, encountering a boundary or 

barrier, and the return to the body, either voluntary or involuntary.  

 In addition to Dr. Jeffrey Long’s 12 common elements, Dr. Raymond Moody 

outlines his own 9 elements (some elements are the same as Dr. Long’s) that he 

has determined to be recurrent in all the near-death experiences he has examined. 

Dr. Moody’s 9 elements are: a sense of being dead, peace and painlessness, an 

out-of-body experience, the tunnel experience, people of light, the being of light, 

the life review, rising rapidly into the heavens, a reluctance to return, and different 

time and space. For the sake of efficiency, this dissertation will only discuss the 

most important elements from the combined 21 elements identified by both Dr. 

Long and Dr. Moody. There are 10 common NDE elements that this work will 

examine: out-of-body experiences, the spiritual body, time and space, the dark 

tunnel, the brilliant light, meeting family and friends, meeting divine beings, the 

life review, the border or limit, and the return to the body. Lastly, this dissertation 

will discuss 3 other phenomena related to the field of near-death studies such as 

death-bed visions, mediums, ghosts and apparitions, and the Scole experiment. 
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How to Define Death:  

 What is death? The term “death” can be defined in more ways than you 

might think. The Oxford Dictionary defines death as the cessation of all biological 

functions that sustain a living organism. But this definition does not make it clear 

at what point this cessation naturally occurs. This semantic ambiguity presents 

some problems for medical doctors and NDE researchers alike whose work tends 

to rely heavily on a more concrete definition of the term death. According to Dr. 

Raymond Moody, author of Life after Life and The Light Beyond, there is a definite 

lack of consensus within the medical community as to what is meant by “dead.”  

 Are people who experience NDEs really dead? To answer this question Dr. 

Raymond Moody identifies 3 definitions of death that he deems important in 

determining if a person is dead. (1) Death as the absence of clinically detectable 

vital signs. Dr. Moody says that some doctors are willing to say that a person is 

dead if his heart stops beating and he quits breathing for an extended period of 

time, his blood pressure drops as low as to be unreadable, his pupils dilate, and 

his body temperature begins to go down. This is the clinical definition of death, 

and it has been employed for centuries by physicians and layman alike; in fact, 

most people who have ever been pronounced dead were adjudged so on the basis 

on this criterion.2 But for some doctors this definition is not adequate. 

 (2) Death as the absence of all brain wave activity. In 1968 a Harvard 

Medical School committee determined the benchmark for constituting the legal 

                                                
2	  Raymond Moody, Life After Life: The Investigation of a Phenomenon—Survival of Bodily Death (New York: 
HarperCollins), 135.	  
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death of a human, “whole brain death.” The Uniform Determination of Death Act, 

which the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in 

cooperation with the President’s Commission on Medical Ethics passed, provides 

the legal definition of death as “the irreversible cessation of all functions of the 

brain, including the brainstem.” And lastly, (3) Death as an irreversible loss of 

vital functions. Dr. Moody says, “Others will adopt an even more restricted 

definition, holding that one cannot say that a person was ever ‘dead,’ no matter 

how long his vital signs were clinically undetectable, and no matter how long his 

EEG was flat, if he was subsequently resuscitated.” 

 In addition to these 3 definitions for death given by Dr. Moody, he also  

places near-death experiences into 3 distinct categories: (1) The experiences of 

persons who were resuscitated after having been thought, adjudged or pronounced 

clinically dead by their doctors. This is the category of NDEs that Dr. Moody 

utilizes the most in his research because it offers viable evidence in support of  his 

hypothesis, namely that there exists an afterlife. (2) The experiences of persons 

who, in the course of accidents or severe injury or illness, came very close to 

physical death. (3) The experiences of persons who, as they died, told them to 

other people who were present, and later, these other people reported the content 

of the death experience. It was furthermore necessary for Dr. Moody to create 

these 3 categories of NDEs in order to make his research as streamlined, efficient, 

and scientific as possible. 
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What is the Soul? 

 The concept of a “human soul” is central to the understanding of the near-

death experience phenomena. In all cases of NDEs it is supposedly the soul that 

separates from the physical body and transverses to other realms of existence. The 

soul can be defined as the ethereal and immaterial aspect of the human person that 

contains our memories, knowledge, and personality. Moreover, the soul can also 

be referred to as the mind or psyche, and as spirit or consciousness. Regardless of 

the term, the soul is thought by many to be immortal and eternal and also to 

consist of conscious energy which enables it to subsist after bodily death. 

Historically, the concept of the soul is rather old, in fact, you could say ancient. 

There is much discourse on the subject of the soul that can be found in the 

classical works of the Greek philosophers Plato and Aristotle and also in the 

works of great theologians such as Origen and Thomas Aquinas. In addition, 

nearly all of the world’s sacred religious texts including the Bible, the Qur’an, and 

the Vedas contain information about the soul or spirit. Thus, in ancient philosophy 

and theology, the soul is a recurring theme of intellectual study. This means that 

modern-day research into NDEs and the journey of the soul after death is by no 

means—something new. 

 Dr. Jeffrey Long, on this subject of material beings with souls, presents the 

work of Sir John Eccles, a Nobel Prize-winning neuroscientist who studied 

consciousness. Sir Eccles once stated, “I maintain that the human mystery is 

incredibly demeaned by scientific reductionism, with its claim in promissory 
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materialism to account eventually for all of the spiritual world in terms of patterns 

of neuronal activity. This belief must be classed as superstition… We have to 

recognize that we are spiritual beings with souls existing in a spiritual world as 

well as material beings with bodies and brains existing in a material world.” 

 In this dissertation, you will be confronted with many fundamental life 

questions. One of the first questions that you will inevitably encounter is this: Do 

you believe that humans have souls? And if so, do these souls continue to exist 

after bodily death? If you answered yes to both of these questions than you will 

most likely not be surprised to read the NDE case studies presented throughout 

this work, nor will you be surprised with any of my conclusions after all the 

evidence has been presented. Certainly, some people are more than satisfied with 

a reliance on faith to reassure them of these spiritual truths, others are more 

scientific minded and tend to rely on empirical evidence to reassure them of what 

is true—this is entirely understandable. However, there is an inherent difficulty 

when discussing spiritual matters and the realm of the supernatural, because there 

is often little or no empirical evidence that can be found to provide positive proof 

in support of any of these theories such as the existence of the soul and the 

afterlife—theories that are just as rational as quantum mechanics or string theory. 

And so, for those of you that are skeptical of NDEs, the soul, and the afterlife, I 

challenge you to carefully read the case studies and consider all the evidence 

presented with an open mind. 
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The Model NDE:  

 What makes near-death experiences so interesting to researchers is the fact 

that nearly all of the people who have experienced them report the same common 

elements.3 Dr. Raymond Moody, during his career as a psychiatrist and as an 

NDE researcher, has interviewed many thousands of NDErs. He has heard these 

countless testimonies from people who have died and later been resuscitated. Dr. 

Moody knows firsthand how these NDEs often display the same common elements 

despite NDErs being from different cultures and religious traditions. Dr. Moody 

says, “Despite the wide variation in the circumstances surrounding close calls 

with death and in the types of persons undergoing them, it remains true that there 

is a striking similarity among the accounts of the experiences themselves.” For 

this reason, he thought it would be helpful to construct a brief, theoretically 

“ideal” or “complete” experience which embodies all of the common elements in 

the order in which it is typical for them to occur, this is the model NDE: 

 “A man is dying and, as he reaches the point of greatest physical 

distress, he hears himself pronounced dead by his doctor. He begins to hear an 

uncomfortable noise, a loud ringing or buzzing, and at the same time feels 

himself moving very rapidly through a long dark tunnel.” 

 “After this, he suddenly finds himself outside of his own physical body, 

but still in the immediate physical environment, and he sees his own body 

from a distance, as though he is a spectator. He watches the resuscitation 

attempt from his unusual vantage point and is in a state of emotional 

                                                
3	  Joseph M. Higgins and Chuck Bergman, The Everything Guide to Evidence of the Afterlife (Avon: Adams 
Media, 2011), 98.	  
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upheaval. After a while, he collects himself and becomes more accustomed to 

his odd condition. He notices that he still has a “body,” but one of a very 

different nature and with very different powers from the physical body he has 

left behind. Soon other things begin to happen. Others come to meet and to 

help him. He glimpses the spirits of relatives and friends who have already 

died, and a loving, warm spirit of a kind he has never encountered before—a 

being of light—appears before him. This being asks him a question, 

nonverbally, to make him evaluate his life and helps him along by showing 

him a panoramic, instantaneous playback of the major events of his life.” 

 “At some point he finds himself approaching some sort of barrier or 

border, apparently representing the limit between earthly life and the next life. 

Yet, he finds the time for his death has not yet come. At this point he resists, 

for by now he is taken up with his experiences in the afterlife and does not 

want to return. He is overwhelmed by intense feelings of joy, love, and peace. 

Despite his attitude, though, he somehow reunites with his physical body and 

lives. Later, he tries to tell others, but he has trouble doing so. In the first 

place, he can find no human words adequate to describe these unearthly 

episodes. He also finds that others scoff, so he stops telling other people. Still, 

the experience affects his life profoundly, especially his views about death and 

its relationship to life.” 

 

 This model near-death experience constructed by Dr. Moody exhibits all of 

the elements which are common and recurrent in all near-death experiences, the 

noise, the dark tunnel, feelings of peace and quiet, the out-of-body experience, 

meeting others, the being of light, the life review, encountering a border or limit, 
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and the return to the body. Although no two NDEs are identical, this model NDE 

comes close to recreating the “standard” or “average” experience. Moreover, it 

helps readers to develop a good understanding of what NDEs are actually like. 

Next, we will examine the common elements of NDEs in the order that they occur. 

 

Out of Body Experiences: 

 The first and most common element of near-death experiences is the so 

called out-of-body experience, otherwise known as an OBE. These out-of-body 

experiences occur when a person’s soul or consciousness rises out from their 

physical body and transverses to other localities. People who experience OBEs say 

they are then able to see themselves from a vantage point above their body. 

Reports of “floating” or “hovering” above the body coincide with feelings of 

euphoria and weightlessness. OBEs usually happen in conjunction with NDEs but 

have also been known to be induced by anesthetic or hallucinogenic drugs. Often 

times, people are able to recollect the exact movements and conversations of 

medical personnel in the emergency room after they have been pronounced 

clinically dead. For instance, a woman was able to hear the conversations between 

her husband and doctor all while she was lying dead in the next room, she said: 

 

 “I could feel my spirit actually leaving my body. I saw and heard the 

conversations between my husband and the doctors taking place outside my 

room, about forty feet away down a hallway. I was later able to verify this 

conversation to my shocked husband.” (Case Study 1, Evidence of the Afterlife, pg. 7) 
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Another man relates his story about an out-of-body experience: 

 

 “I became very seriously ill, and the doctor put me in the hospital. 

This one morning a solid gray mist gathered around me, and I left my body. I 

had a floating sensation as I felt myself get out of my body, and I looked back 

and I could see myself on the bed below and there was no fear. It was quiet—

very peaceful and serene. I was not in the least bit upset or frightened. It was 

just a tranquil feeling, and it was something which I didn’t dread. I felt that 

maybe I was dying, and I felt that if I did not get back to my body, I would be 

dead.” (Case Study 2, Life After Life, pg. 28) 

 

 There are many other similar cases of people who had been resuscitated by 

doctors after nearly dying. And upon being resuscitated these people are then able 

to recount information that they could not have ordinarily known being dead and 

non-existant on an operating table, unless they were somehow conscious and in 

the room listening and watching in an OBE state. This next case study describes 

an NDE account of a woman who fell into cardiac arrest at the hospital: 

 

  “About a year ago, I was admitted to the hospital with heart trouble, 

and the next morning, lying in the hospital bed, I began to have a very severe 

pain in my chest. I pushed the button beside the bed to call for the nurses, and 

they came in and started working on me. I was quite uncomfortable lying on 

my back so I turned over, and as I did I quit breathing and my heart stopped 

beating. Just then, I heard the nurses shout, ‘Code pink! Code pink!’ As they 
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were saying this, I could feel myself moving out of my body and sliding down 

between the mattress and the rail on the side of the bed—actually it seemed as 

if I went through the rail—on down to the floor.” 

  “Then, I started rising upward, slowly. On my way up, I saw nurses 

come running into the room—there must have been a dozen of them. My 

doctor happened to be making his rounds in the hospital so they called him 

and I saw him come in, too. I thought, ‘I wonder what he’s doing here.’ I 

drifted on up past the light fixture—I saw it from the side and very 

distinctly—and then I stopped, floating right below the ceiling, looking down. 

I felt almost as though I were a piece of paper that someone had blown up to 

the ceiling. I watched them reviving me from up there!  

  “My body was lying down there stretched out on the bed, in plain 

view, and they were all standing around it. I heard one nurse say, ‘Oh, my 

God! She’s gone!,’ while another one leaned down to give me mouth-to-

mouth resuscitation. I was looking at the back of her head while she did this. 

I’ll never forget the way her hair looked; it was cut kind of short. Just then, I 

saw them roll this machine in there, and they put the shocks on my chest. 

When they did, I saw my whole body just jump right up off the bed, and I 

heard every bone in my body crack and pop. It was the most awful thing!” 

(Case Study 3, Life After Life, pg. 25) 

 

 It was the summer of 1971 and Diane was with her husband rafting the 

Chattahoochee River in Northern Georgia. There were eight people in a large raft 

when it suddenly flipped over. Diane was held beneath the rapids by the churning 
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action of the water. Stuck beneath the mighty force of the river, Diane quickly ran 

out of air, blacked out, and then had this remarkable experience to relate: 

 

 “The next thing I knew I was a hundred feet above the river, looking 

down at the raft stuck against the rocks below. I saw the two men in the raft 

looking for me to come out from underneath. I saw the other woman, who 

had been in our raft, downstream, clinging to my rock. I watched my husband 

and my teenage sister, who had rafted without incident down the rapids 

ahead of us, come running back up the hill to find out why all the debris was 

floating down the river. We had taken everything out of their raft and put it 

into ours in case they flipped over, but they went down so easily, we just 

jumped in to follow them down. From above, I watched my husband climb 

onto a rock in the river. He couldn’t hear what the two men still in the raft 

were shouting to him over the roar of the water. He had no idea where I was 

or what had happened, but he knew I was missing. He looked as if he wanted 

to jump in to try to find me, and I suddenly found myself at his side, trying to 

stop him because he wasn’t much of a swimmer and I knew there was no 

point. When I reached out to stop him, my hand went right through him. I 

looked at my hand and thought, oh my God, I’m dead! 

 “The Being of Light told me it was my choice to stay or go but that 

there was more for me to do in that life and it wasn’t quite time for me to 

leave. Still hesitating, I was told that if I chose to go back, I would be given 

certain knowledge to take back with me to share with others. After much 

discussion, I agreed to go back and suddenly found myself in front of a tall, 

cone-shaped building—so tall it seemed to go on forever. I was told this was 
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the Hall of Knowledge. I entered the building and flew, spiraling upward, 

through what appeared to be shelves of books, like in the library, many 

millions of books, and I flew through them all.” 

 “When I reached the top, I burst through it into a kaleidoscope of 

colors and, at the same time, my head popped out of the water. I was 

downriver about ten yards from the raft. I immediately became aware of 

where I was and grabbed for the nearest rock. I was able to pull myself up, 

and I coughed up a lot of water. I was in a state of shock but needed no 

medical attention. I don’t know how long I was under the raft; no one was 

looking at their watch at the time. It could have been three or four minutes: it 

could have been ten. There was no time where I had been.” (Case Study 4, 

Evidence of the Afterlife, pg. 77) 

 

 The out-of-body experience presents some of the most compelling evidence 

that NDEs are a real spiritual phenomena. There is simply no other rational way 

to explain for people regaining consciousness after being pronounced clinically 

dead and being able to recount information that they could not have ordinarily 

known. Furthermore, these out-of-body experiences provide the best evidence in 

support of the human soul and also suggest that humans, at the time of death, 

make a transition to a spirit body—this is the next common element discussed. 

 

The Spirit Body: 

 NDE researchers support the believe that when our physical bodies die, or 

cease to function, we then make our transition into our “spiritual body” or “spirit 
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body.” A good way to conceptualize your spirit body is to think about your dream 

body. When you experience dreams, you are actually experiencing what it is like to 

be outside of your normal physical body. In the same way, during out-of-body 

experiences our spirit bodies transcend our physical bodies and we are able to 

travel to other dimensions of reality. It is furthermore my believe that the spirit 

body is comprised of conscious energy, that it is a reflection of our earthly body, 

and that it is but another vehicle for the human soul.  

  The Holy Bible makes reference to the spirit body in 1 Corinthians 15:35-

52, “How are the dead raised up? And with what body do they come. How foolish! 

What you sow does not come to life unless it dies. When you sow, you do not plant 

the body that will be, but just a seed, perhaps of wheat or of something else. But 

God gives it a body as he has determined, and to each kind of seed he gives its own 

body. Not all flesh is the same: People have one kind of flesh, animals have 

another, birds another and fish another. There are also heavenly bodies and there 

are earthly bodies; but the splendor of the heavenly bodies is one kind, and the 

splendor of the earthly bodies is another.”  

 This passage from the Holy Bible shows us that the concept of a spirit body 

is nothing new, but in fact, an ancient concept. The belief in the soul and the 

afterlife should be accompanied by a belief in the spirit body. In other words, if 

one believes in the soul, than he also believes in the afterlife, and he therefore also 

believes in some form of a spiritual body that contains the soul. To believe in these 

spiritual concepts is a leap of faith for many, especially for those who are more 
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scientific minded and tend to rely on empirical evidence. Unfortunately, there is 

not much empirical evidence that supports the belief in the spirit body—except if 

one were able to catch a glimpse of a ghost, which usually makes believers. 

 Yes, seeing is most certainly believing! But for some people, hearing also 

does the trick. Psychic mediums are people who claim to be able to communicate 

with the dead using some psychic capacity that they were inherently blessed with. 

Sylvia Browne, a popular psychic and author of many books on religion and 

spirituality, claims to be able to telepathically communicate with her “spirit 

guide” named Francine. A spirit guide is supposedly a spirit who in the afterlife 

works to guide, protect, and teach individuals to which they have been assigned—

by some divine hierarchy. During one of Sylvia’s channeled messages from her 

spirit guide, Francine said this of the spirit body which I thought was interesting, 

“Your (spiritual) body doesn’t require any sustenance—there’s no need to eat, 

drink, or sleep. Most of us on the other side only eat or drink as a tradition or 

custom for a social event. We don’t sleep, but at times, we’ll recline and meditate, 

or just relax. Without this need to consume, there’s more time to learn, work, play, 

and enjoy our existence to the fullest. If a person does decide to eat, the food is 

usually tasteless—therefore, the act of eating for taste is pointless.” 

 Whether you personally believe in mediums or not, many millions of people 

find them fascinating. In fact, there is an entire genre of religion and spirituality 

that concerns itself with matters of the afterlife. In popular literature, this new rise 

in spiritualism has authors scrambling to write books on topics such as near-death 
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experiences, death, and the afterlife. Anything they can think of to satisfy the 

interest of an ever increasing spiritually minded audience. But there is a segment 

of academia that accepts the notion of the afterlife as a fact. Many of these writers 

are medical doctors with advanced degrees, backed by big corporate publishers, 

others are mediums, psychics, and spiritual healers.  

 

Time and Space: 

 The theoretical physicist Albert Einstein once famously said that the only 

reason for time is so everything doesn’t happen at once. And it’s certainly true that 

without time our highly structured society would become unsustainable and soon 

after collapse. For in a world without time, there would cease to be order and 

structure—the world would descend into chaos and anarchy. So it’s clear to see 

why time was a necessary human invention. Because remember, the concept of 

time is a uniquely human construct—it does not exist in nature. The entire concept 

of time was created by man solely to organize his earthly activities. So that during 

the day men could be productive, and at night they could rest—this according to 

the movement of the celestial bodies, namely, the sun, the moon, and the stars. In 

science, Einstein’s theory of relativity shows us that time is relative and subject to 

many variables, and, in theory it can be stretched, contorted, and bent. In our 

human lives, time is an all important and concrete concept. But from examining 

many case studies of NDEs, we see that in the afterlife, the concept of time 
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becomes almost meaningless. After death our souls become freed from our earthly 

bodies, and the constraints of time and space become blurred and vanish: 

 “When I first left my body I had my diving watch on. I took some very 

unscientific measurements of the distance I travelled by watching for features 

and measuring them by the second hand on my watch. Totally unscientific. 

But my conclusion was and has always been: I was measuring time in an 

altered time. The ground never moved in a linear fashion; the distances were 

erratic at best. The distances were always changing, sometimes repeating and 

then instantly becoming longer or shorter than the previous distance. Yet my 

watch was always ticking without change. My intuition and impression were 

that I was in a different time zone, one where my earthly watch was of no use 

or inept at making any measurement or reflecting time. Also without mistake 

I would say this whole thing took an hour or more. It seemed to me that I was 

in the NDE for a very long time. But when I asked my diving partners how 

long I had been unconscious, they estimated five to ten minutes. Thus I had 

another reason to support why my diving watch didn’t seem to measure the 

time in my NDE.” 

 “It seemed as though I experienced so much in such a small length of 

earthly time. Where my soul had travelled to know nothing of time as we 

know of time passing on earth. Both time and space in earth stopped 

completely. Simultaneously, “the time and the space” on the other side was 

completely alive, evidential, and real. Yes, while I was in the light, I had…no 

sense of time as I know it here on Earth. In other words, no sense of the serial 

nature of time…past, present, or future. All times (past, present, and future) 
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were experienced at every moment in time while I was in the light.”  (Case 

Study 5, Evidence of the Afterlife, pg. 13) 

 

The Dark Tunnel: 

 Many NDErs report hearing a loud “buzzing” or “ringing” noise shortly 

before going through, what they describe as being, a long dark tunnel. This dark 

tunnel has also been described as a cave, a well, a trough, an enclosure, a funnel, 

a vacuum, a void, a sewer, a valley, and a cylinder. Also, it’s important to 

remember that these descriptor words are just metaphors—often NDErs cannot 

find the words to adequately describe what they experienced. Now, let’s take a 

look at two NDE case studies in which the “dark tunnel” is featured prominently: 

 

 “This happened to me when I was a little boy—nine years old. That 

was twenty-seven years ago, but it was so striking that I have never forgotten 

it. One afternoon I became very sick, and they rushed me to the nearest 

hospital. When I arrived they decided they were going to have to put me to 

sleep, but why I don’t know, because I was too young. Back in those days they 

used ether. They gave it to me by putting a cloth over my nose, and when they 

did, I was told afterwards, my heart stopped beating. I didn’t know at that 

time that that was exactly what happened to me, but anyway when this 

happened I had an experience.” 

 “Well, the first thing that happened—now I am going to describe it 

just the way it felt—was that I had this ringing noise brrrrnnnnng-

brrrrnnnnng-brrrrnnnnng, very rhythmic. Then I was moving through 
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this—you’re going to think this is weird—through this long dark place. It 

seemed like a sewer or something. I just can’t describe it to you. I was moving, 

beating all the time with this noise, this ringing noise.” (Case Study 6, Life After 

Life, pg. 20)  

 

The most recurrent detail of the dark tunnel is the darkness or blackness:  

 

 “It was a utterly black, dark void. It is very difficult to explain, but I 

felt as if I were moving in a vacuum, just through blackness. Yet, I was quite 

conscious. It was like being in a cylinder which had no air in it. It was a 

feeling of limbo, of being half-way here, and half-way somewhere else.” (Case 

Study 7, Life After Life, pg. 22) 

 

The dark tunnel experience is usually accompanied by feelings of euphoria: 

 

 “I had the feeling that I was moving through a deep, very dark valley. 

The darkness was so deep and impenetrable that I could see absolutely nothing 

but this was the most wonderful, worry-free experience you can imagine.” 

(Case Study 8, Life After Life, pg. 22) 

 

 Perhaps the dark tunnel aspect of the NDE is one of the first levels of the 

afterlife world, or a sort of waiting room for the hereafter. Also interesting, is that 

NDErs report feelings of painlessness and euphoria. One would think the dark 

tunnel experience to be frightening. After NDErs enter into this dark tunnel they 

then begin to see a “brilliant light”, this light is the subject of the next section.   
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The Brilliant Light: 

 The brilliant light at the end of the tunnel is the next common element of 

NDEs that will be discussed; and it is, perhaps the most recognizable aspect of the 

death process—partly because it has been popularized in art, films, and television 

(See Figure 1). After people have had their initial out-of-body experience and are 

transported through a seemingly dark vacuous tunnel—they then glimpse a ray of 

light off in the distance that slowly becomes more and more radiant as they come 

closer to it. Driven by curiosity, and an intense desire to reach the light, NDErs 

push their way forward. This brilliant light is described by an NDEr: 

 

 “A brilliant white light at the end of the tunnel, and when the wings 

enveloped me I became part of the white light. A beautiful light drew me to 

itself: the light still touches me with awe, and tears come immediately. At first 

the light was blue. The it transitioned to white. It was an opalescent white: it 

almost glowed, but it did not shine. It was bright, but not intense bright, like 

glowing bright—pure light. Pure but not in the usual sense of the word. Pure 

as in something you’ve never seen before or could ever describe or put into 

words. It was as if we passed through a wall into my light pod directly. There 

was a large majestic center light and then the individual yet connected pod 

lights exactly like the center light only smaller. I think now the pod lights, like 

mine, were the other souls connected to the center light, God.”  (Case Study 9, 

Evidence of the Afterlife, pg. 9) 
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NDErs often relate to researchers the ineffability of their experiences—they find it 

difficult to find the words to adequately express the majesty of the spirit realm: 

 

 “At first I was floating, surrounded by a very white and brilliant 

light, and as I descended I noticed that the white light was not just light; there 

were very, very white clouds [that] I was passing through. After coming 

through the clouds I found myself descending toward a very beautiful 

landscape, with green meadows, rivers, butterflies, and birds. I was moving 

toward a hill with a tree on top. The sensation I felt I cannot express in 

words, but it was so wonderfully tranquilizing that the desire is there to 

return and feel it over again. (Case Study 10, Evidence of the Afterlife, pg. 195) 

 

Meeting with Family and Friends: 

 As part of the human condition, we are required to one day accept the 

fact that our lives will come to an abrupt end. Certainly, coming to terms with 

the unavoidable eventuality of our death is no simple task. But at the very least 

we can all be comforted and reassured that when we die, soon afterwards, we 

will be reunited with our lost loved ones in heaven—or the spiritual afterlife. I 

believe this wholeheartedly because many NDErs report seeing their deceased 

family and friends during their near-death experiences; and so it is thought that 

our family and friends are somehow aware of our deaths, and are there to help 

us make our transition to our new other-worldly and spiritual state of being: 
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  “I was surrounded by other beings, or people, who I felt as though I 

recognized. These beings were like family, old friends, who’d been with me 

for an eternity. I can best describe them as my spiritual or soul family. 

Meeting these beings was like reuniting with the most important people in 

one’s life, after a long separation. There was an explosion of love and joy on 

seeing each other again between us all.” 

 “My Dad was right next to me, but I couldn’t see him visually. My 

sister was close; I felt she was to my left. I felt other family members close by, 

but I didn’t see them. My sister and other family members seemed to be more 

to the left. The only person besides my sister and my dad that I knew was 

there was my grandmother. There were others there but none I can say for 

certain besides the ones I mentioned.” 

 “I heard my mother’s and daughter’s voices, but my daughter, who 

was only approximately two at the time, well, it was the sound of her voice 

grown up, but I knew it was her voice. They called my name, and my body 

moved like through an air current very quickly. It was like the wind carried 

me so fast, and I saw a bright, bright light very quickly and then a beach, and 

then I saw my mom and daughter standing on the beach; my daughter was 

grown up.” (Case Study 11, Evidence of the Afterlife, pg. 11) 

 

Case study 12 is about a young American Indian woman who is killed, but before 

she passes is able to relay a dying request to a passerby: 

 

 “This young American Indian woman was struck by a hit-and-run 

driver on the highway. A stranger had stopped his car in an attempt to help 
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her. She calmly told him that there was nothing else he could do for her, 

except one day he might get near the Indian reservation where here mother 

lived—about seven hundred miles away from the scene of the accident. She 

had a message for her mother, and maybe one day he would be able to convey 

this message to her.” 

 “The message states that she was okay. That she was not only okay, 

that she was very happy because she was already together with her dad. She 

died in the arms of the stranger, who was touched that he was there at the 

right time and place that he drove seven hundred miles out of his way to visit 

the mother. When he arrived at the Indian reservation, he was told that the 

victim’s father had died one hour prior to the daughter’s accident of a 

coronary.” (Case Study 12, On Life After Death, pg. 54) 

 

 Meeting with our beloved family and friends in the afterlife is definitely 

something that we can look forward to. It’s something that we always have known, 

or at least, it’s a notion that we have heard before, but for some reason it becomes 

too implausible for us to believe as adults. But there is a reliable amount of people 

who have come forward to share their stories of NDEs, and they are all saying the 

same things, perhaps we should listen? It certainly is a beautiful thought is it not? 

That our souls will live on forever in paradise and that we can spend eternity 

sharing our love for our friends and family in another world, a heavenly realm. 
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Meeting Divine Beings:   

  Regardless of your position on religion, it’s interesting to note that when 

people experience these highly spiritual visions of the afterlife, or NDEs, they 

earnestly believe to be meeting with “divine” or “angelic” beings while they are 

in these heavenly realms. Could it be true? Could the great religious traditions 

have been right all along? Let’s listen to the next case study, in which a man 

claims to have been visited by Jesus Christ during his near-death experience: 

 

 “I heard the doctors say that I was dead, and that’s when I began to 

feel as though I were tumbling, actually kind of floating, through this 

blackness, which was some kind of enclosure. There are not really words to 

describe this. Everything was very black, except that, way off from me, I could 

see this light. It was a very, very brilliant light, but not too large at first. It 

grew larger as I came nearer and nearer to it.” 

 “I was trying to get to that light at the end, because I felt that it was 

Christ, and I was trying to reach that point. It was not a frightening 

experience. It was more or less a pleasant thing. For immediately, being a 

Christian, I had connected the light with Christ, who said, ‘I am the light of 

the world.’ I said to myself, ‘If this is it, if I am to die, then I know who waits 

for me at the end, there in that light.” (Case Study 13, Life After Life, pg. 52) 

 

 Perhaps everyone’s death experience is deeply personal and unique. So if 

you have reverence for Jesus Christ or the Virgin Mary, then this is who you will 

see greeting you in the afterlife: 
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 “I got up and walked into the hall to go get a drink, and it was at 

that point, as they found out later, that my appendix ruptured. I became very 

weak, and fell down. I began to feel a sort of drifting, a movement of my real 

being in and out of my body, and to hear beautiful music. I floated on down 

the hall and out the door onto the screened-in porch. There, it almost seemed 

that clouds, a pink mist really, began to gather around me, and then I floated 

right straight on through the screen, just as though it weren’t there, and up 

into this pure crystal clear light, an illuminating white light. It was beautiful 

and so bright, so radiant, but it didn’t hurt my eyes. It’s not any kind of light 

you can describe on earth. I didn’t actually see a person in this light, and yet it 

has a special identity, it definitely does. It is a light of perfect understanding 

and perfect love.” 

 “The thought came to my mind, ‘Lovest thou me?’ This was not 

exactly in the form of a question, but I guess the connotation of what the light 

said was, ‘If you do love me, go back and complete what you began in your 

life.’ And all during this time, I felt as though I were surrounded by an 

overwhelming love and compassion.” (Case Study 14, Life After Life, pg. 53) 

 

Is it God that people experience in NDEs? Or something else…? 

 

 “I knew I was dying and that there was nothing I could do about it, 

because no one could hear me… I was out of my body, there’s no doubt about 

it, because I could see my own body there on the operating room table. My soul 

was out! All this made me feel very bad at first, but then, this really bright 

light came. It did seem that it was a little dim at first, but then it was this 
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huge beam. It was just a tremendous amount of light, nothing like a big 

bright flash-light, it was just too much light. And it gave off heat to me; I felt 

a warm sensation.” 

 “It was a bright yellowish white—more white. It was tremendously 

bright; I just can’t describe it. It seemed that it covered everything, yet it didn’t 

prevent me from seeing everything around me—the operating room, the 

doctors and nurses, everything. I could see clearly, and it wasn’t blinding. At 

first, when the light came, I wasn’t sure what was happening, but then, it 

asked, it kind of asked me if I was ready to die. It was like talking to a person, 

but a person wasn’t there. The light’s what was talking to me, but in a voice.” 

 “Now, I think that the voice that was talking to me actually realized 

that I wasn’t ready to die. You know, it was just kind of testing me more than 

anything else. Yet, from the moment the light spoke to me, I felt really good—

secure and loved. The love which came from it is just unimaginable, 

indescribable. It was a fun person to be with! And it had a sense of humor, 

too—definitely!” (Case Study 15, Life After Life, pg. 54) 

 

 If people are dying, and experiencing these NDE phenomena, than 

shouldn’t we at least take notice? Many of these NDErs are trustworthy and 

reliable citizens, they have no reason to create fanciful stories of the afterlife. This 

reminds me very much of Plato’s allegory of the cave. In which one man is lead up 

out of the cave into the sunlight, but when he returns to the cave he finds that no 

one is willing to listen to his experience. I believe there is a higher reality, I trust 

and believe in the accounts of other people who have seen it—the afterlife. 
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Life Reviews: 

 One of the most fascinating aspects of the near-death experience is the life 

review. After going through the dark tunnel and into the bright light, NDErs are 

approached by a divine being who shows them their lives in a panoramic style 

review. Dr. Moody says, “In some cases, the images are reported to be in vibrant 

color, three-dimensional, and even moving. And even if they are flickering rapidly 

by, each image is perceived and recognized. Even the emotions and feelings 

associated with the images may be re-experienced as one is viewing them.”  

 

 “I saw my life flash before me shortly after I left my body and was still 

in the hospital room. I was told that I was going to help educate and teach 

many people, and that is exactly what I am doing now. I saw every important 

event that ever happened in my life, from my fist birthday to my first kiss to 

fights with my parents. I saw how selfish I was and how I would give 

anything to go back and change. Next he showed me my life review. Every 

second from birth until death you will see and feel, and [you will] experience 

your emotions and others that you hurt, and feel their pain and emotions. 

What this is for is so you can see what kind of person you were and how you 

treated others from another vantage point, and you will be harder on yourself 

than anyone to judge you. I will not see what others have done to you. I will 

see what you have done to others.” (Case Study 16, Evidence of the Afterlife, pg. 14) 

 

The life review is likely meant to have us evaluate our lives at the time of death: 
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 “When the light appeared, the first thing he said to me was, ‘What do 

you have to show me that you’ve done with your life?’ or something to this 

effect. And that’s when these flashbacks started. I thought, ‘Gee, what is going 

on?’ Because, all of the sudden, I was back early in my childhood. And from 

then on, it was like I was walking from the time of my very early life, on 

through each year of my life, right up to the present.” 

 “It was really strange where it started, too, when I was a little girl, 

playing down by the creek in our neighborhood, and there were other scenes 

from about that time—experiences I had had with my sister, and things about 

neighborhood people, and actual places I had been. And then I was in 

kindergarten, and I remembered the time when I had this one toy I really 

liked, and I broke it and I cried for a long time. This was a really traumatic 

experience for me. The images continued on through my life and I 

remembered when I was in Girl Scouts and went camping, and remembered 

many things about all the years of grammar school. Then, when I was in 

junior high school, it was a real big honor to be chosen for the scholastic 

achievement society, and I remembered when I was chosen. So I went on 

through junior high, and then senior high school, and graduation, and up 

through my first few years of college, up to where I was then.” 

 “The things that flashed back came in the order of my life, and they 

were so vivid. The scenes were just like you walked outside and saw them, 

completely three-dimensional, and in color. And they moved. For instance, 

when I saw myself breaking the toy, I could see all the movements. It wasn’t 

like I was watching it all from my perspective at the time. It was like the little 

girl I saw was somebody else, in a movie, one little among all the other 
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children out there playing on the playground. Yet, it was me. I saw myself 

doing these things, as a child, and they were the exact same things I had done, 

because I remember them.” 

 “Now, I didn’t actually see the light as I was going through the 

flashbacks. He disappeared as soon as he asked me what I had done, and the 

flashbacks started, and yet I knew that he was there with me the whole time, 

that he carried me back through the flashbacks, because I felt his presence, and 

because he made comments here and there. He was trying to show me 

something in each one of these flashbacks. It’s not like he was trying to see 

what I had done—he knew already—but he was picking out these certain 

flashbacks of my life and putting them in front of me so that I would have to 

recall them.” 

 “All through this, he kept stressing the importance of love. The places 

where he showed it best involved my sister; I have always been very close to 

her. He showed me some instances where I had been selfish to my sister, but 

then just as many times where I had really shown love to her and had shared 

with her. He pointed out to me that I should try to do things for other people, 

to try my best. There wasn’t any accusation in any of this, though. When he 

came across times when I had been selfish, his attitude was only that I had 

been learning from them, too.” 

 “He seemed very interested in things concerning knowledge, too. He 

kept on pointing out things that had to do with learning, and he said that I 

was going to continue learning, and he said that even when he comes back for 

me (because by this time he had told me that I was going back) that there will 

always be a quest for knowledge. He said that it is a continuous process, so I 
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got the feeling that it goes on after death. I think that he was trying to teach 

me, as we went through those flashbacks.” 

 “The whole thing was really odd. I was there; I was actually seeing 

these flashbacks; I was actually walking through them, and it was so fast. Yet, 

it was slow enough that I could take it all in. Still, the time span wasn’t all 

that large, I don’t believe. It just seemed that the light came, and then I went 

through these flashbacks, and the light came back. It seems that it was less 

than five minutes, and probably more than thirty seconds, but I can’t really tell 

you.” 

 “The only time I felt scared was when I was concerned that I wasn’t 

going to be able to finish my life here. But I enjoyed going through the 

flashback. That was fun. I had a good time going back to my childhood, 

almost like I was reliving it. It was a way of going back and seeing it which 

you ordinarily just can’t do. (Case Study 17, Life After Life, pg. 60). 

 

The Border or Limit: 

 There is a point during NDEs in which people encounter a border or limit. 

This distance, if passed by the NDEr, means that they will not be able to return to 

the physical world. Many people have described this limit as them having strings 

attached to their heads, if they go to far, then the string will be severed and they 

will no longer be able to return back to their bodies: 

 

 “On my side of the boundary, time seemed to go slow. On the other 

side, time went by faster. There was a door in front of me with this music 
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coming out and people celebrating with utter joy that I knew and recognized 

as home. Once I crossed, I couldn’t come back.” 

 “I reached the point where I felt I had to make the choice whether to 

go back to life or onward to death. My best friend was there (who had died of 

cancer two years before), and she told me that this was as far as I could go or 

I would not be able to turn back. ‘You have come to the edge. This is as far as 

you can go,’ she said. ‘Now go back and live your life fully and fearlessly.” 

(Case study 18, Evidence of the Afterlife, pg. 16) 

 

Many times angelic beings explain to NDErs about this apparent limit: 

 

 “I was hospitalized for a severe kidney condition, and I was in a coma 

for approximately a week. My doctors were extremely uncertain as to whether 

I would live. During this period when I was unconscious, I felt as though I 

were lifted right up, just as though I didn’t have a physical body at all. A 

brilliant white light appeared to me.” 

 “The light was so bright that I could not see through it, but going 

into its presence was so calming and wonderful. There is just no experience on 

earth like it. In the presence of the light, the thoughts or words came into my 

mind: ‘Do you want to die?’ And I replied I didn’t know since I knew nothing 

about the death.” 

 “Then the white light said, ‘Come over this line and you will learn.’ I 

felt that I knew where the line was in front me, although I could not actually 

see it. As I went across the line, the most wonderful feelings came over me—
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feelings of peace, tranquillity, a vanishing of all worries.” (Case Study 19, Life 

After Life, pg. 68) 

 

The Return to the Body: 

 All near-death experiences end with the return to the body, otherwise it 

would not be a near-death. Often people are reluctant to return home because they 

felt such a sense of peace and harmony in the spiritual realm that they don’t want 

to leave. Some NDErs are given a choice stay, but they eventually make the choice 

to return because of earthly obligations such as children. Most NDErs are told by 

a divine presence or an angelic being that they still have work to complete on 

earth and that it is not their time to die. Either voluntary or involuntary, all NDErs 

return to their bodies, or we would not have their story. Here is the case study of 

an NDEr who was told by an angelic being to return to her physical body: 

 

 “I remember as I looked down at them, I said to the angel, ‘Why don’t 

they just let her die?’ I didn’t realize, at the time, the body that I was looking 

at was mine. Then in a commanding voice, she said, ‘You must go back 

now’…‘She must live,’ she said in a soft calming voice. ‘She has a son to 

raise.’ I was really hurt that I couldn’t stay because there wasn’t anything 

that I wanted more than to stay. Pure Love is the best way to describe the 

being and place that I would be leaving. Under protest, I was sent back. I 

found out that my purpose now would be to live “heaven on earth” using this 

new understanding, and also to share this knowledge with other people. 

However, I had a choice of whether to come back into life or go toward death. 
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 “I was made to understand that it was not my time, but I always had 

the choice, and if I chose death, I would not be experiencing a lot of the gifts 

that the rest of my life still held in store. One of the things I wanted to know 

was that if I chose life, would I have to come back to this sick body, because my 

body was very, very sick and the organs had stopped functioning. I was then 

made to understand that if I chose life, my body would heal very quickly. I 

would see a difference in not months or weeks, but days!” (Case Study 20, Evidence 

of the Afterlife, pg. 17) 

 

Here is an additional story, case study 21. 

 

 “I had a heart attack, and found myself in a black void, and I knew I 

had left my physical body behind. I knew I was dying, and I thought, ‘God, I 

did the best I knew how at the time I did it. Please help me.’ Immediately, I 

was moved out of that blackness, through a pale gray, and I just went on, 

gliding and moving swiftly, and in front of me, in the distance, I could see a 

gray mist, and I was rushing toward it.” 

 “It seemed that I just couldn’t get to it fast enough to satisfy me, and 

as I got closer to it I could see through it. Beyond the mist I could see people, 

and their forms were just like they are on earth, and I could also see 

something which one could take to be buildings. The whole thing permeated 

with the most gorgeous light—a living, golden yellow glow, a pale color, not 

like the harsh gold color we know on earth.” 

 “As I approached more closely, I felt certain that I was going through 

that mist. It was such a wonderful, joyous feeling; there are just no words in 
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the human language to describe it. Yet, it wasn’t my time to go through the 

mist, because instantly from the other side appeared my Uncle Carl, who had 

died many years earlier.” 

 “He blocked my path, saying, ‘Go back. Your work on earth has not 

been completed. Go back now.’ I didn’t want to go back, but I had no choice, 

and immediately I was back in my body. I felt that horrible pain in my chest, 

and I heard my little boy crying, ‘God, bring my mommy back to me.’ (Case 

study 21, Life After Life, pg. 69) 

 

Children and NDEs: 

 It’s important to note, that it is not just adults experiencing these NDEs, it is 

also happening to our children. NDEs that occur with children are almost 

identical to the NDEs that happen to adults. These NDEs are fascinating, because 

children are not taught to embellish details of their experience. This means that 

their experiences are much more pure, vivid, and visceral. Here are two case 

studies NDEs in children: 

 “I woke up from surgery and there was my mom. I just couldn’t wait 

to tell her what happened while I was on the operating table. I said, ‘I have a 

wonderful secret to tell you, Mother. I’ve been climbing a staircase to heaven.” 

 “It was such a good and peaceful feeling. I felt wonderful. I was on a 

staircase, and it was dark, and I started climbing upward. I got about 

halfway up the staircase and decided not to go any higher. I wanted to go on 

up, but I knew I wouldn’t come back if I went to high. That would hurt my 
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mom and dad; since my little brother had already died, they wouldn’t have 

anyone to take care of.” (Case Study 22, Closer to the Light, pg. 30) 

 

 “When I died, I rose above my body and saw my grandfather working 

on my body. My body was of no interest to me; instead, I moved out of the 

room toward a presence I felt in the living room area. I went toward this 

presence, which was within a brilliant, sunlit, bright, space—not a tunnel, but 

an area.” 

 “The presence was unbelievable peace, love, acceptance, calm, and joy. 

The presence enveloped me, and my joy was indescribable—as I write this I 

am brought back to this emotion, and it delights me still. The feeling is 

spectacular. I did not experience this presence as God (I was too young to 

understand the concept), but I did experience this presence as that which made 

me. I knew without a doubt that I was a made creature, a being that owed its 

existence to this presence.” 

 “I do not remember reentering my body. When I woke up the next day, 

I knew two thing for sure: (1) that there was life after death and (2) I was a 

created being (3) I did not know this as rational knowledge, but rather I 

expressed this by pestering my mother with question after question: Who made 

me? What was eternity? And what was God? She was unable to answer my 

questions but was wise enough to let me talk to others who could.” (Case Study 

23, Evidence of the Afterlife, pg. 146) 
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Negative NDEs: 

 A small percentage of the NDEs that are reported to researchers can be 

defined as negative near-death experiences. These negative NDEs contain some of 

the same elements of regular NDEs except that the experiences are always dark 

and horrifying to the people experiencing them. These hellish experiences suggest 

that there is in fact a hell, and that our actions in life affect our souls in the 

afterlife. And so, if we are to believe these negative NDEs as well, we must accept 

that there is judgment and punishment in the next life. So, now let’s take a look at 

this next case study, where a man believes that he descends down into hell: 

 

 “I started to float out of my body and go through this weird tunnel of 

light, like I was on some weird drug or something. I didn't know where I was 

going but I knew that I couldn't control where I was being sucked to. I 

couldn't stop or turn or anything. Everything seemed fine. For a split second I 

thought I was headed towards heaven but suddenly something happened. I 

stopped dead, in this tunnel and like a bolt of lightning I started to fall, faster 

and faster and faster.” 

 “I felt like I had literally just dropped vertically and was headed 

towards this sort of black hole. It was so dark I felt I could cut through the 

darkness with a knife. Still falling, I began to hear screams, cries, agonizing 

pain, horrible, horrible laughing and the most putrid smell you could ever 

imagine, then the blackness turned into fire, and I was falling towards a huge 

furnace. Fire began to consume me. I started screaming. I didn't know where 

my sound was going but I knew I was screaming hard. Landing on my back, 
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I suddenly crashed to what seemed like rocks and felt a horrible pain all over 

my body or whatever this new form was.” 

 “Opening my eyes I suddenly realized I wasn't alone because 

creatures, things of some sort of distorted form started to grasp at me, one by 

one they grabbed me and started to drag me towards what seemed like huge 

black gates. I began kicking and screaming, yelling at the top of my lungs for 

Allah or Buddha or God... whoever I could remember hearing about in RE 

class to help me, but still nothing came. I remember one giant creature began 

to rip at the skin on my back with what seemed like his sharp nails, another 

began to tear at my hair so hard I felt the urge to throw up.” 

 “Another kicked me down and started standing on my chest laughing, 

teasing me about personal issues he seemed to know about me. Such as my 

mother dying at birth, my sister in prison and my friend Gareth driving the 

car that had killed me. I so remember the smell, it was so vile like rotting flesh 

and burnt hair. Their raspy laughs and taunts at me were almost drowned 

out by the roar of the flames around me. I suddenly saw before me people 

running and screaming, a group of children no younger than 12 years old 

crying each one being terrorized and literally pulled apart by these malevolent 

beings. I definitely remember suddenly seeing Gareth, (the guy in the car with 

me)- he was hung upside down with nails driven into his hands and feet, 

almost like Jesus on the Cross (I had remembered reading about that in class 

a few weeks ago) the creatures began whipping him simultaneously, all 

chanting in a language I really didn't understand. Fire had now consumed 

what he was nailed to and the flesh on his hands and chest and head had 
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already begun to melt and peel. I looked at his face, he was terrified! He 

began crying uncontrollably pleading with them to stop.” 

 “My body or soul or whatever you want to call it suddenly began to 

burn badly from the fire spread on this ground. I suddenly cried out again 

'God please help me'. I suddenly realized that the more I cried out God's 

name, the more they tried to hurt me, the angrier they got, the more agitated 

and frustrated they became. 'God please,' I finally begged seconds before 

deciding to give up and suddenly a great suction tore me from their grip and 

started to carry me back through the tunnel. I suddenly awoke to the sound of 

a female doctors voice.” (Case Study 24, NDERF website) 

 

9 Lines of Evidence: 

 Dr. Jeffrey Long deduces that there are 9 significant lines of evidence when 

it comes to the scientific study of NDEs. (1) It is medically inexplicable to have a 

highly organized and lucid experience while unconscious or clinically dead. 

Researchers find it compelling that NDErs are able to experience these highly 

spiritual visions of the afterlife especially at a time when they should be dead and 

not consciously active. (2) NDErs may see and hear in the out-of-body (OBE) 

state, and what they perceive is nearly always real. It is astonishing that NDErs 

are able to recount information that they perceived while in an out-of-body state—

often they are able to verify this information with doctors and loved ones. (3) 

NDE’s occur during general anesthesia when no form of consciousness should be 

taking place. NDEs have been known to occur while people are under general 
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anesthesia and should not be consciously aware of anything, but instead, people 

are regaining consciousness and relating these wonderful stories of the hereafter. 

(4) NDEs take place among those who are blind, and these NDEs often include 

visual experience. Another astonishing occurrence of NDEs takes place in the 

blind. There are instances of NDEs occurring in people who were born blind and 

for the first time after their experiences they are able to describe visualizations. It 

seems that in the spiritual realm, all of our ailments and shortcomings of life 

disappear and we are made whole again. (5) A life review during the NDE 

accurately reflects real events in the NDEr’s life, even if those events have been 

forgotten. (6) Virtually all beings encountered during NDEs are deceased at the 

time of the NDE, and most are deceased relatives. (7) The striking similarity of 

content in NDEs among very young children and that of adults strongly suggests 

that the content of NDEs is not due to preexisting beliefs. (8) The remarkable 

consistency of NDEs around the world is evidence that NDEs are real events. And 

lastly, (9) NDErs are transformed in many ways by their experience, often for life. 

 

The Skeptics: 

 There will always be those that remain skeptical of NDE testimonies. They 

will argue that the NDErs were not really dead and that their experiences were the 

result of residual brain activity. Or, they will argue that the NDErs cannot be 

taken seriously because death is a traumatic experience and they must have been 

under considerable strain. The skeptics will always find a reason not to believe the 
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evidence, no matter how clear the implications are. And, as I said earlier, in order 

for scientific knowledge to be advanced there must be empirical evidence, not only 

that, but the findings or conclusions must be able to be duplicated and tested. With 

NDEs, there is no empirical evidence—unless you were willing to die and be 

resuscitated, which few are. So we must rely on the testimony of NDErs, which by 

itself, provides an enormous amount of evidence. Dr. Kübler-Ross reminds us that 

we have to accept, in humbleness, that there are millions of things we cannot 

understand. She continues to say, “This is not to say that those things which we 

cannot understand do not exist, or are not real simply on the grounds that we are 

not able to understand them. There are many things in life that are mysterious to 

us, death is one of those things.” And so, if after this dissertation you still do not 

believe in the soul or the existence of the afterlife, there will always remain one 

final scientific test—our own deaths. 

 

The Mythology of Death: 

 Overtime death has developed its own unique mythology. Throughout the 

world there are many cultural traditions, myths, and folklores that serve to 

demystify the process of life and death. Certainly, every culture and religious 

tradition has their own unique way of conceptualizing and teaching about the 

subject of death and dying. And in this way many of the mythological figures that 

we can think of today were brought into existence—to explain for some natural 

phenomena. The imagery associated with death often seems designed especially to 
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bring our fears to surface level so that we can learn to confront them. Earlier 

cultures made use of this fearful imagery as often as we do today, and the truth is 

that the depiction of skulls and bones during our annual Halloween traditional 

holiday under-shadows a darker reality—that our bodies will too someday decay 

and deteriorate. In our mythology, death is often given the name of Grim Reaper 

and, from the 15th century onwards, came to be shown as a skeletal figure 

carrying a large scythe and clothed in a black cloak with a hood. To us the Grim 

Reaper symbolizes death and all things associated with death. His other-worldly 

purpose is to collect souls and escort them to the afterlife for judgment. The 

Hindus have a similar figure, Yama, who is the god of death. And in the Vedas, 

Yama is said to be the first mortal who died, and by virtue of precedence, he 

became the ruler of the departed.4 The abode of Yama is guarded by two fierce 

dogs with four eyes, who will eat the spirits of those who fail to run quickly enough 

to their destiny, an in ancient Egypt the souls who fail the test of the “weighing of 

the heart” are devoured by the monster Am-mut, a beast who is part crocodile, 

part lioness, and part hippopotamus. For the Greeks, the name of death was 

Thanatos. Thanatos was the twin brother of Hypnos, the god of sleep. Some 

illustrations show Thanatos with wings and an extinguished flame. His job was to 

accompany the departed to Hades, the Greek underworld. There, Thanatos would 

deliver the souls to Charon, the ferryman on the River Styx.5 And then you have the 

guardians of the gate: The voracious three-headed Cerberus is perhaps the most 

                                                
4	  Ibid.	  
5	  http://science.howstuffworks.com/	  
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famous “watchdog” guarding the gates to the other world, but he has counterparts 

in many other cultures.  

 

Death-Bed Visions: 

 A death-bed vision is a miraculous event in which a dying person, often bed-

ridden, sees fantastical visions of the afterlife, particularly, the dying person sees 

family and friends who have long since passed away, they also see a bright light at 

the end of a tunnel, and they even go through full-panoramic life reviews just as in 

NDEs. Dr. Raymond Moody has researched into these “shared death experiences” 

and says that it’s quite common for the people around a dying loved one to leave 

their bodies too and accompany the loved one partway to the heavenly realm. This 

next study is about a woman who was by her husband’s side as he passed away: 

 “It was on my husband Johnny’s fifty-fifth birthday when the doctor 

told us that Johnny had lung cancer and had maybe about six months to live. 

I felt like somebody had hit me with a baseball bat. Honestly, I don’t even 

remember the doctor saying the words; it was like I just gradually figured out 

what he was saying. The next day I just walked into the bank and quit my job 

then and there. From that day until Johnny died, we weren’t separated from 

each other more than a few hours. I was beside him the whole time in the 

hospital and was holding onto him when he died. When he did, he went right 

through my body. It was like an electric sensation, like when you get your 

finger in the electrical socket, only much more gentle.” 

 “Anyway, when that happened our whole life sprang up around us 

and just kind of swallowed up the hospital room and everything in it in an 
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instant. There was light all around: a bright, white light that I immediately 

knew-and Johnny knew—was Christ. Everything we ever did was there in 

that light. Plus I saw things about Johnny… I saw him doing things before 

we were married. You might think that some of it might be embarrassing or 

personal, and it was. But there was no need for privacy, as strange as that 

might seem. These were things that Johnny did before we were married. Still, 

I saw him with girls when he was very young. Later I searched for them in 

his high school year book and was able to find them, just based on what I saw 

during the life review during his death.” 

 “In the middle of this life review, I saw myself there holding onto his 

dead body, which didn’t make me feel bad because he was also completely 

alive, right beside me, viewing our life together. By the way, the life review 

was like a ‘wraparound.’ I don’t know how else to describe it. It was a 

wraparound scene of everything Johnny and I experienced together or apart. 

There is no way I could even put it into words other than to say that all of 

this was in a flash, right there at the bedside where my husband died.” 

 “Then, right in the middle of this review, the child that we lost to a 

miscarriage when I was a teenager stepped forth and embraced us. She was 

not a figure of a person exactly as you would see a human being, but more the 

outline or sweet, loving presence of a little girl. The upshot of her being there 

was that any issues we ever had regarding her loss were made whole and 

resolved. I was reminded of the verse from the bible about ‘the peace that 

passeth all understanding.’ That’s how I felt when she was there.” 

 “One of the funny things about this wraparound view of our life was 

that we had gone to Atlanta in the seventh grade, to the state capitol, where 
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there was a diorama. So at one point we were watching this wraparound and 

watching ourselves in another wraparound—a diorama—where we stood 

side by side as kids. I burst out laughing and Johnny laughed too, right there 

beside me. Another thing that was strange about this wraparound was that in 

certain parts of it there were panels or dividers that kept us from seeing all of 

it. I don’t have the words for this, but these screens or panels kept particular 

parts of both of our lives invisible. I don’t know what was behind them but I 

do know that these were thoughts from Christ, who said that someday we 

would be able to see behind those panels too.” (Case Study 25, Glimpses of Eternity, 

pg. 10) 

 

 In this death-bed vision case study, a woman is pulled into the life review of 

her dying husband. She then sees flashback scenes from both her life and her 

husband’s life in what she describes as a wraparound or panoramic view. What is 

remarkable about this case, is that she was later able to verify information she 

viewed from the life review to one of her husband’s high school year books. Death-

bed visions and shared-death experiences are easy to dismiss as people having 

hallucinations or day dreaming by the side of their dying spouse, but for all those 

skeptical minds out there, we must realize that we live in a world that is full of 

miracles and mysteries. And there is a spiritual reality that surrounds us all, we 

just cannot readily perceive it as we are now—with our limited scope of vision. 
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Communication with the Dead: 

 Is it possible to communicate with the dead? Communicating between two 

living breathing humans can be difficult enough, let alone communicating between 

the heavens and earth. But can we communicate with the dead? According to the 

bible it is possible. In Deuteronomy 18:10-11 it says, “Let no one be found among 

you who sacrifices their son or daughter in the fire, who practices divination or 

sorcery, interprets omens, engages in witchcraft, or casts spells, or who is a 

medium or spiritist or who consults the dead.” And so, in the bible any type of 

mediumship is strictly prohibited. A medium is a person who claims to be in 

contact with the spirits of the dead and to communicate between the dead and the 

living. In 1 Samuel 28:15-21 of the bible, Samuel said to Saul, “Why have you 

disturbed me by bringing me up? ‘I am in great distress,’ Saul said. ‘The 

Philistines are fighting against me, and God has departed from me. He no longer 

answers me, either by prophets or by dreams. So I have called on you to tell me 

what to do.’ Samuel said, ‘Why do you consult me, now that the Lord has departed 

from you and become your enemy? The Lord has done what he predicted through 

me. The Lord has torn the kingdom out of your hands and given it to one of your 

neighbors—to David. Because you did not obey the Lord or carry out his fierce 

wrath against the Amalekites, the Lord has done this to you today.  The Lord will 

deliver both Israel and you into the hands of the Philistines, and tomorrow you 

and your sons will be with me. The Lord will also give the army of Israel into the 

hands of the Philistines.’ Immediately Saul fell full length on the ground, filled 
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with fear because of Samuel’s words. His strength was gone, for he had eaten 

nothing all that day and all that night. When the woman came to Saul and saw that 

he was greatly shaken, she said, ‘Look, your servant has obeyed you. I took my life 

in my hands and did what you told me to do.’” 

 

Mediums and Channeled Messages: 

 There are two forms of mediumship; there is physical mediumship and 

mental mediumship. In physical mediumship energy systems are supposedly 

manipulated by spirits in an attempt to communicate with humans. Physical 

mediumship related phenomena include raps, materialization, ectoplasm, apports 

and levitations, and hearing a “direct voice.” There are those who claim to be 

everyday mental mediums, many of these people have attained fame and notoriety 

for their supposed supernatural abilities. Psychic mediums Sylvia Browne, John 

Edward, and Theresa Caputo have all built reputations on their supposed ability 

to contact the dead.  

 

Ghosts and Apparitions: 

 From the time we are young children we are taught to be wary of ghosts, 

ghouls, and goblins. During Halloween every year you can see scores of children 

dressed in costumes of ghosts, and homes decorated to incite fear. The existence of 

ghosts has become ingrained into our society. And certainly, many people have 

personally witnessed ghosts or spirits at some point in their lives. 
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The Scole Experiment: 

 The Scole experiment was a series of paranormal experiments that were 

conducted under stringent scientific conditions in the village of Scole, United 

Kingdom in 1993. With no signs of fraud or trickery identified by those in 

attendance, including representatives from the Society for Psychical Research 

(SPR), the Scole experiment is considered by some as irrefutable evidence of the 

existence of the afterlife.6 Mediums Robin Foy, Sandra Foy, Alan Bennett, and 

Diana Bennett were employed to psychically commune with spirit entities in an 

effort to prove the existence of life after death (See Figure 5). 

 In Scole, many supernatural demonstrations were performed by spirits in 

full view of an audience that consisted of intellectuals, scientists, paranormal 

investigators, and established names from the scientific community, additionally, 

the Scole experiments included a professional magician—whose role it was to 

determine if any of the supernatural demonstrations witnessed during the sittings 

could be duplicated by illusory effects.  

 The Scole experiment sittings took place in especially dark rooms; this was 

one of the requirements set forth by the spirit entities. All of the mediums wore 

luminous wristbands to make sure that none of them used their hands in any way. 

Those present at the sittings recounted hearing voices of spirit entities, and some 

experienced physical touches, such as light kisses and handshakes; levitations of 

objects, apports (the transference of an object from one place to another), trumpet 

                                                
6	  Joseph	  M.	  Higgins	  and	  Bergman,	  Chuck.	  The	  Everything	  Guide	  to	  Evidence	  of	  the	  Afterlife,	  	  
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sounds, and drum beatings were just some of the many live demonstrations.7 

Medium Robin Foy says, “We suddenly discovered what could actually be 

achieved with the right combination of people at the right time, all of whom had 

the right attitude of co-operation with our spirit friends.” 

 There was another remarkable occurrence that took place at Scole that 

involved photographic films. Unopened film rolls that were kept in a locked box at 

the scene of the experiment were inexplicably imprinted with images of people, 

places, drawings, and verses. The rolls of film were inaccessible during the 

experiments and could not have possibly been tampered with by anyone involved 

in the experiment. Later, the materialization of complex patterns of “dancing” 

psychic lights that passed through solid objects and even entered the bodies of 

those present, with healing results in some cases. 

 Montague Keen, an SPR researcher, was taken by surprise when a spirit 

entity played a classical music piece (Rachmaninoff’s Second Piano Concerto) 

that he had been quite fond of as a child. “They must have divined my buried 

memories,” said Keen. Altogether, the demonstrations witnessed at Scole are 

unexplainable with the exception that spiritual entities were manipulating the laws 

of physics in some other-worldly way. 

 

 

 

                                                
7	  Ibid. 
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Conclusion: 

 Whether you were convinced by the NDE case studies or not, we must admit 

that something very strange is happening to people as they are dying. Although 

there is no physical evidence of the soul or the afterlife, there is a multitude of 

evidence that can be derived from the experiences alone. I believe that there is 

something significant for all of us that can be found in NDE research. Imagine a 

world where everyone knew the our souls are immortal and that we will be judged 

in heaven by our lives on earth, the world would be a better place! Furthermore, 

there is a special knowledge in the other realms that we just do not yet have access 

to. In the book entitled, Proof of Heaven, Dr. Eben Alexander discusses his 

personal near-death experience and how it changed his life. Dr. Alexander was a 

neurosurgeon before his NDE and has studied consciousness and how the brain 

operates. Furthermore, he thinks that there is a “larger kind of knowledge” in the 

spiritual dimension, but that conveying that knowledge now is rather like being a 

chimpanzee, becoming a human for a single day to experience all of the wonders 

of human knowledge, and then returning to one’s chimp friends and trying to tell 

them what it was like knowing several different Romance languages, the calculus, 

and the immense scale of the universe. But I suppose, we won’t truly know this 

knowledge for ourselves until we too also pass away. Dr. Elisabeth Kübler-Ross 

once said, “When we have done all the work we were sent to do, we are allowed to 

shed our body, which imprisons our soul like a cocoon encloses a butterfly.” 
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Figures: 

Figure 1: This painting by Hieronymus Bosch entitled Paradise: Ascent of the 
Blessed, depicts the proverbial “light at the end of the tunnel.” 

 

Figure 2: In mythology, the Grim Reaper has historically come to represent the 
“bringer of death.” His job is to transport human souls into the realm of the 
spirit. Although in reality the dying are not visited by the Grim Reaper, people 
often see deceased family and friends shortly before they pass away. 
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Figure 3: This painting by Gustave Doré depicts a central brilliant light that is 
surrounded on all sides by spiritual and angelic beings. Often times, during 
NDEs,  people report seeing a brilliant light at the end of the tunnel. 

 
 
Figure 4: The spirit body or spiritual body is made of conscious energy; it is 
furthermore a reflection of our earthly body. During out-of-body experiences, it 
is the spirit body that separates itself from the earthly body. 

 
Figure 5: Séances became a popular social activity in the 19th century with the 
rise of spiritualism. The séance was used by the mediums during the Scole 
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Experiments of 1994 to produce the other-worldly demonstrations witnessed by 
those present at the sittings. 
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